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Limitations of current least-cost water 
planning approach

• Monetised benefits only: must monetise all 
societal goals if they are to be considered

• Conservative: seeks to prevent worst supply-
demand annual imbalance, rather than work 
well across a range of plausible futures

• Potentially inaccurate: non-linear interactions 
between schemes not considered

• Many similar solutions: many different 
portfolios are nearly least-cost



Diversity in the frequency of WRSE transfer scheme selection amongst 
the 240 near-optimal solutions within 10% of the optimum

Proof of concept 
output using 
preliminary public 
data

• Each line is one of the 240 near-optimal solutions
• Darkest lines are closest to least cost
• Densely colored transfers: selected in all or most 240 near-optimal solutions



Investment analysis
framework

• Problem framing:

• credible stakeholder informed system simulation model,

• metrics of system performance, 

• sources of uncertainty, 

• interventions (policies, infrastructure investments)

• Automated filtering through the large number of combinations of interventions 
(“search process”): identify robust & efficient combinations of assets

• Stakeholder interaction, deliberation and negotiation via visual & interactive 
assessment of trade-offs, to select a preferred strategy(ies)

• Stress testing: use Robust Decision Making (RDM) methods (e.g. statistical 
clustering) to identify conditions under which strategy is vulnerable



Investment analysis
framework



Case study – Thames Basin, UK
Stressed water resource system with population over 13 
million including London

What mix of supply and demand interventions (portfolio)? At what capacity?

Demand 
management options

Active Leakage
Control

Pipe repair campaign

Enhanced Efficiency 
Improvements

Installation of Smart
Meters

Seasonal Tariffs



Objectives

• Capital costs 

• Supply deficit 

• Supply resilience

• Supply reliability 

• Ecological deficits

• Energy cost

Constraints
• Levels of Service 

• Mutual exclusivity of some supply options

What are we searching for?



Single and two objective optimization; Currently UK 
utilities find a) they should consider b)



Six objective trade-offs



The robust search over 
many scenarios reveals a 
new trade-off surface



How do investments map to the trade-offs?

Automated filtering was performed under historical (left panel) and 
multiple future scenarios (right panel)



Case study – East England

• Large regional system 
with 4 utilities serving 9.4 
million customers

• Challenges include 
climate change and rapid 
growth

• Utilities considering 
infrastructure expansion, 
demand management, 
and increased 
interconnectivity



Interactively negotiating and selecting a 
preferred portfolio
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Strategic Infrastructure Investment 
analysis process
• Problem framing

• Automated filtering

• Visual & interactive trade-off analysis

• Stress testing

Contact:

Julien Harou, Water Resource Systems Group, The University of Manchester 

julien.harou@manchester.ac.uk, +44 7878 465 007
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